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Adoption risk. Polygon's PoS sidechain continues to slide in terms of

TVL, losing market share to emerging platforms like Avalanche and

Solana. Meanwhile, its multiple Layer 2 solutions are yet to deliver.

By going all-in on the Ethereum ecosystem, the long-term success of

Polygon is dependent on the evolution of Ethereum itself.

Polygon's new solutions may first take market share from its own PoS

sidechain before challenging external Layer 2 projects.

At the center of Polygon's vision is scaling Ethereum. 

As a technology platform, it is taking multiple routes to scale Ethereum

instead of just one flagship chain or protocol.

Currently valued at $4.10 billion.

In 2017, a group of experienced Ethereum developers in India

introduced the Matic Network to tackle blockchain scaling issues. 

In June 2020, the Matic Network was launched.

In February 2021, the Matic Network was rebranded to Polygon,

shifting its focus towards Layer 2 infrastructure.

In December 2021, Polygon Zero was launched, a zk-rollup that aims to

enable higher throughput and lower fees.

In March 2022, Polygon ID was released, a blockchain-native identity

system with programmable privacy for the everyday user.

Polygon (previously Matic Network) is a platform aiming to scale

Ethereum by providing multiple solutions ranging from "sidechains" to

Layer 2 rollups, which are under various stages of early release and

development. Starting as a "Plasma Chain" to scale Ethereum in 2017 as

user demand for the network grew, Polygon became the largest Ethereum

scaling solution after launching their sidechain – "Polygon PoS".

Following the rise of competing Layer 1 blockchains, such as Avalanche

and Solana, Polygon responded with a spree of Layer 2 acquisitions based

on zero-knowledge (zk) technology. Such investments included Polygon

Hermez (zk-rollup focused on transfers), Polygon Nightfall (zk Data

Availability layer), Polygon Miden (generic smart contract zk-rollup), and

Polygon Zero (smart contract zk-rollup). Apart from this, Polygon has

launched a game studio with a $100 million fund and recruited Google's

head of gaming to run it. Polygon has decisively attached itself to the

rollup-centric future of Ethereum and has successfully attracted capital

and users from within the larger Ethereum ecosystem. It is the 6th largest

Smart Contract Platform by total value locked (TVL) across decentralized

finance (DeFi) applications, at $1.64 billion.
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Disclaimer

This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe for securities of 21Shares AG. Neither this document nor anything contained herein shall form the basis

of, or be relied  upon in connection with, any offer or commitment whatsoever in any jurisdiction. This document and the information contained herein are not for distribution in or into

(directly or indirectly) the United  States, Canada, Australia or Japan or any other jurisdiction in which the distribution or release would be unlawful. This document does not constitute an

offer of securities for sale in or into the United  States, Canada, Australia or Japan. The securities of 21Shares AG to which these materials relate have not been and will not be registered

under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act”), and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an applicable exemption from,

or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. There will not be a public offering of securities in the United States. This document is only being

distributed to and is only directed at: (i) to investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) of  the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the

“Order”); or (ii) high net worth entities, and other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated, falling within  Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (all such persons together being

referred to as “relevant persons”); or (iv) persons who fall within Article 43(2) of the Order, including existing members and creditors of the Company or (v) any other persons to whom this

document can be lawfully distributed in circumstances where section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply. The securities are only available to, and any invitation, offer or agreement to

subscribe, purchase or otherwise acquire such securities will be engaged in only with, relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this  document or

any of its contents. In any EEA Member State (other than the Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein,

Luxembourg,  Malta, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Spain and Sweden) that has implemented the Prospectus Regulation (EU) 2017/1129, together with any

applicable implementing measures in any Member State, the “Prospectus Regulation”) this communication is only addressed to and is only directed at qualified investors in that Member

State within the meaning of the Prospectus Regulation. Exclusively for potential investors in Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Ireland,

Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, The Netherlands, Norway,  Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Spain and Sweden the 2021 Base Prospectus (EU) is made available on the Issuer’s website

under www.21Shares.com. The approval of the 2021 Base Prospectus (EU) should not  be understood as an endorsement by the SFSA of the securities offered or admitted to trading on a

regulated market. Eligible potential investors should read the 2021 Base Prospectus (EU) and the relevant  Final Terms before making an investment decision in order to understand the

potential risks associated with the decision to invest in the securities. You are about to purchase a product that is not simple  and may be difficult to understand. This document constitutes

advertisement within the meaning of the Swiss Financial Services Act (the “FinSA”) and not a prospectus. In accordance with article 109 of  the Swiss Financial Services Ordinance, the

Base Prospectus dated 12 November 2021, as supplemented from time to time and the final terms for any product issued have been prepared in compliance  with articles 652a and 1156 of

the Swiss Code of Obligations, as such articles were in effect immediately prior to the entry into effect of the FinSA, and the Listing Rules of the SIX Swiss Exchange in their version in

force as of January 1, 2020. Consequently, the Prospectus has not been and will not be reviewed or approved by a Swiss review body pursuant to article 51 of the FinSA, and does not comply

with  the disclosure requirements applicable to a prospectus approved by such a review body under the FinSA.
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